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Backgrounds
Tribal: Your ancestors landed on this planet some time in the distant past. It’s hard to know exactly when. The
last of the time counters broke in the days when your father still lived. Whether from bad luck, being plagued
by raiders, poor choices, or some religious nonsense, you were left without technological advances more
modern than fire. You’re hardier, tougher, and a little more resistant to diseases, but you’ll have a harder time
recapturing the technology you’ve lost. Unless you have a helping hand.

Colonist: You’re one of many who left home in search of a fresh start out among the stars. Or maybe you were
exiled after a poor decision or two. Whatever the case, you’ll find yourself on this backwater planet. By choice
or by a twist of fate I’ll leave up to you.

Raider: Even in the lawless lands of worlds on the rim of known space, you manage to stand out as an
asshole. But, hey, it takes all kinds. Whether you landed on the world recently or have been there for a while
and established yourself as part of a gang is up to you. Both choices have their upsides and downsides.

Glitterworlder: You grew up in the lap of luxury, only to crash land on this backwater planet a hundred literal
years from anywhere. You’re going to be wildly unprepared for the hardships that immediately face you. But at
least you know all about what’s fashionable and which celebrities are dating. If they’re still alive.

Spacer: You grew up in the inky black void between stars. You might have been part of a generational ship,
grew up on a space station, or been the child of parents who ferried others between the stars. You’re likely
far, far older than you appear to be thanks to extended periods spent in cryo-sleep. On the plus side, you’re
used to waking up in strange situations and forcing yourself to make do.



Race
Racial Perks may only be taken by that Race

Human (Free): Despite the wild changes in technology, society, and the discovery of psychic powers in select
individuals, Humans have changed very little from the age when they scrambled around on their little rock of a
planet. They gained the stars, discovered they weren’t alone in the universe, and simply shrugged their
shoulders. Humans continue to specialize in nothing but adapting to the situations they find themselves in.

Ingenuity [Human] (Free): Aliens often argue just what makes the human mind so flexible. Some argue it is
the elasticity of the neurons while others claim it is a special psychic field surrounding the brain itself. A few
know the answer is that it is simply their nature as a race. You, like other Humans, are better at learning how
and why to do things. Anything you put your mind to learn, you will pick up slightly faster than those around
you.

Varied [Human] (Free): Given the state of the Rimworlds, it isn’t surprising to discover Humans living in all
kinds of different situations. You never know just how a Human was raised until you ask them. Naturalist
compounds, technological paradises, religious cults, poverty ridden slums, even cannibalistic-hedonism
gangs are all just as likely places for Humans to have come from.

To represent this, Humans may Discount a 100 CP and a 200 CP Perk from the General Perks section.



Oni (Free): These strange, beautiful, captivating
avian humanoids have had a troubled history in
the galaxy as a whole. They were discovered
living the simple lives of farmers and herders
some time in the past. Uninterested in conflict,
entire tribes were collected and then sold to other
planets as exotic pets to the ultra rich. They
quickly became a status symbol in high society, a
toy for the perverse, and a source of cheap labor
when their beauty faded an iota beyond what
was fashionable at the time.

While it still holds true in some parts of the
galaxy that Oni are property instead of people,
there are just as many people who find this
behavior abhorrent. They do what they can to
free them or save them from capture in the first
place. These days, wild tribes of Oni can be
found on most planets in The Rim. Either

transplanted from other worlds for their own safety or simply slaves long since freed.  More civilized Oni can
also be found integrated among colonies of other races as well for reasons as varied as there are stars in the
sky.

Oni Physiology [Oni] (Free): The body of the Oni, while generally humanoid in appearance, is quite different
from that of many of the other races. Their forearms and lower legs are covered with a layer of fine, luxuriously
silken, down feathers that they shed on a regular basis. Their feathers are quite flammable due to their fine
texture and natural oils, but can be treated once removed and woven into extremely comfortable feathered
wraps. Some individuals have these patches extend up to the hips or shoulders. They have a single horn in
the middle of their forehead that appears decorative but can be a dangerous stabbing weapon if pressed.
Their horn sheds once each year, revealing a brand new horn just under the surface. Their eyes always have
black sclera with the irises tending towards gold, silver, and other metallic shades.

Beyond the physical differences, Oni have adapted to a vegetarian diet using vegetables that are
noxious to the other races of The Rim. Yokai Peppers contain a spice that the Oni are immune to, while the
Demon Breath seeds normally used to season all their meals are mildly poisonous to others. While they can
eat meat, their strong connection to nature tends to make them hesitant to do so if there are other choices.

One With Nature [Oni] (50 CP): The special connection Oni have with animals is one that others races
usually fail to understand. Rumors claim that normally wild animals are happy housepets under the care of an
Oni. Even legendarily temperamental, or intelligent, creatures like the Thrumbo or Dusk Prowler have been
seen working alongside Oni instead of trampling the whole tribe. As an Oni, you have a special touch when it
comes to taming and training animals of all stripes. Especially when it comes to normally violent or especially
intelligent ones.

Green Thumb [Oni] (50 CP): Living without modern fertilizers, pesticides, or even technology more advanced
than a hoe and watering can would feel like stepping back to the stupid ages for most farmers. For the Oni, it
is simply the way they have always done things. They have a talent for growing plants of all kinds once they
understand how to tend to it. A simple tomato plant sprouts quickly and seems to almost force itself to grow
larger fruits for it’s Oni tenders. Simply put, any plant you take care of personally will grow faster and produce
more provided you know how to take care of it properly.



Ratkin (Free): Nobody is entirely sure where the Rakin
came from initially. The current popular theory is that they
were a genetically engineered servitor race that bred their
creator race into extinction. Others simply put them down
as aliens and move on with their day. Either day, Ratkin can
be found all over The Rim these days, often in large,
clan-like compounds consisting of several extended
families. Other than a pair of large, mouse-like ears atop
their head and a thin rat tail attached to their spine, there is
little that separates the Ratkin physically from short
Humans.

Their short stature does make them smaller and
weaker than Humans, but they make up for it by being, if
possible, more resilient. Their immune systems are
energetic enough to beat back normally fatal diseases. They
also have a talent when it comes to tunneling and digging,
allowing them to outperform others when it comes to mining
and cultivating fields. They also have a significant resistance
to warmer temperatures, remaining comfortable long past
the point other races are sweating bullets. Finally, they have
a talent at… multiplying. Their gestation period is one third
that of Humans and they have a propensity for twins that
baffles geneticists.

Light On Your Paws [Ratkin] (Free): All that rodent DNA isn’t just for show. Ratkin have a quick, almost
nervous, kind of energy coursing through their bodies that make them hard to keep up with. Their normal
walking speed is what most humans would consider a slow jog. And while most humanoids have difficulty
seeing in the dark, a Ratkin’s eyes are made for low light situations. They can see just as well given a dim light
source in a cavern as they could with a noon-hour sun.

A Focus On Family [Ratkin] (50 CP): When you have a large family it is important to keep tempers from
flaring. Sure, you might argue with your five brothers and three sisters once in a while, but when the chips are
down you can count on all of them to have your back. Like all Ratkin, you have an easier time getting along
with familiar relations of all kinds. Even if you disappear for a few years and come back acting a little
differently, you’ll still be welcomed back with open arms. Just don’t be a total ass and things will have a way
of working themselves out.

Apprentice Tinkerer [Ratkin] (50 CP): Physically, Ratkin are an unimpressive lot. Your foe’s armor is doubly
effective when you can’t put much muscle behind each blow. So, to make up for their diminutive stature, the
mousefolk have become an ingenious lot. Armor piercing bullets, lances with a short range rocket launcher
attached, and miniature siege weapons capable of impaling infantry are just a few of the mechanical marvels
they have designed just in their efforts to survive. Even other, more technologically advanced, races give a
well armed Ratkin convoy or settlement wide berth.

You were apprenticed to a Ratkin tinkerer before whatever event happened to take you away from your
home colony. While you didn’t have a chance to learn everything before you left, you have learned the secrets
of the Ratkin's miniature rifles and tools that double as effective weapons. As well as the master crafter’s
secret notebook. Given time, a quiet place to invent, and some solid effort you will begin to unlock every
secret of the rodentfolk.



Kurin (Free) [Tribal Origins Excluded]: The Kurin have a long, complicated, bloody history. Their ancestors
were originally bioengineered beings created by Glitterworlders as simple-minded playthings. However, a
quirk in the caretaker AI that bred the original population granted them increased intelligence with each
generation. Soon they were a fully sapient race that did not appreciate being enslaved and treated as toys.
After a complicated few hundred years with the Glitterworlders who had created them, they stole what ships
they could and set out for the stars.

They are recent arrivals in The Rim compared to most of the other races, having appeared in pockets
only a few decades ago. Most wish to live in peace with the races, tribes, and communities around them. A
few have decided that all should pay for the sins of their creators. Thankfully, both have lost much of the
technological secrets of the Glitterworlds in their escape.

Kurin have fox-like ears atop their head and three fluffy, silken fox-like tails protruding from the base of
their spines. Their hair and fur tend towards bold, stylish colors like white, raven blacks, and even vivid reds,
purples, and blues. They also have a complicated quirk buried in their genetics that causes their populations
to tend heavily towards females, with an 80%/20% female/male ratio being the norm. Otherwise, Kurin are
physically similar to traditional Humans in other respects.

Quick and Capable [Kurin] (Free): The bioengineered bodies of Kurin show the extreme agility normally
found in dancers and acrobats. For obvious reasons. While this gives them a grace of movement that is very
appealing to watch, some have discovered another use for their body’s abilities. Melee combat. The Kurin
have shown a great skill for the spear and taken to it in a way that would suggest the AI who created them
didn’t just sneak intelligence into their DNA.

Hostess Club Charm [Kurin] (50 CP): Most Kurin have done what they could to separate themselves from
their past. However, few can deny that they are well equipped to enchant and manipulate those around them.
A fact that makes them equally capable at the art of the deal. This raw charisma won’t help someone with
slow wits and stumbling words, but will boost a half-decent sales pitch into a fantastic one.

Frills and Lace [Kurin] (50 CP): Talents are not only what one is born with, but what one chooses to take an
interest in as well. Many of the fox-people grew up seeing Glitterworld fashions change on a dime and had a
vested interest in keeping up with those trends. So a number of them put their talented fingers to use outside
of the bedroom. Fast forward a few hundred years and you have a cultural knack for all things tailoring. Many
Kurin youths now learn the basics of sewing, stitching, and embroidery at their mother’s knee.



Xeno-Human (50 CP): The cybernetic and genetic
advancements leaking from thousands of different inhabited
planets have a way of combining in unusual, and creative,
ways. Xeno-Human is a catch-all term for those who have
chosen to enhance themselves beyond normal human
limitations with either technology or genetic tampering. Some
are simply unfortunates who lost body parts in accidents or
conflict. Others voluntarily sliced bits of themselves off for the
noticeable upgrades grafted flesh or cybernetics can offer. A
few simply didn’t feel comfortable in their own skin and did
what they could afford to fix the problem. Whatever your
specific case, you aren’t alone in the universe by any stretch
of the imagination.

I’ve Got You Under My Skin [Xeno-Human] (Free): Very few
Xeno-Humans are similar to each other, outside of a few cults
found in corners of The Rim. Most have found ways to
customize themselves that are unique to themselves outside
of the most general way of looking at the upgrades. So, to
help you bring out your true self, all Xeno-Humans are given
200 CP that they can spend ONLY in the Body Alterations
section. Just try not to get too addicted to the knife.

Genetic Similarities [Xeno-Human] (50 CP): Greater skill
with animals thanks to your alterations, allowing you to help
them produce more eggs, milk, wool, or jelly.

Cybernetic Bonding [Xeno-Human] (50 CP): Greater skill with medical work, especially when it comes to
cybernetic implants.



Forsaken (100 CP): Literally the most ancient race of the Rimworld galaxy.
Unfortunately, like most empires, they let greed and lust for power destroy their race
for genetic perfection. Destroyed, crippled, fractured, there are pockets of Forsaken
that still cling to existence. Struggle to return to the dominance their kind once held.
They are formidable foes that are smart, cunning, and brutally powerful in
hand-to-hand combat. Unfortunately, their over engineered bodies have become
frail and they are easily killed.

Intimidating [Forsaken] (Free): Weak, but holy shit do they look terrifying.

Lost Recipes [Forsaken] (50 CP): You’ve come away with a few of the secrets of
the Forsaken past. Weapons, Armor, or Combat Drugs. Pick one of the three.
[Explain what each one does in the Notes]

[Forsaken] (50 CP):

[[When talking about their physical appearance, make sure to mention that nobody
is really sure what they actually look like. Talk about how the race prefers to settle
deep inside caves and take full advantage of their matte black skin to remain
unseen. A few survivors spoke of fields of glowing mushrooms and dark figures with
glowing lines on their skin.]]



Moyo (100 CP): This deepsea race is native to The Rim and has, until
recently, been content to keep themselves to the depths that had
concealed their existence for so long. Unfortunately, a civil war in
their society has forced them to the surface. The technology they had
would have easily rivaled that of a Glitterworld, unfortunately the
destruction of their home under the sea has caused them to lose
most of that knowledge. Still, they have staggered to the surface with
bits and pieces of their homeland.

Used to colder temperatures than the other races, slower metabolism
(which means slower in general), but their bodies are very sturdy.
Slightly higher psychic sensitivity too.

Deep Blues [Moyo] (Free): Moyo blood is a fascinating thing.
Through generations of modifications done so long ago that even
they do not remember all the changes that were made, their blood
naturally generates a substance known as Deep Blue. Properly
collected and refined, Deep Blue can be used in a range of medical
cures that border on the miraculous. Diseases like malaria, muscle
parasites, even radiation poisoning can be cured in a single dose
when combined with common drugs of the surface. Unfortunately,
the cure comes with a cost. Those who use them become dependent
on regular injections of Deep Blue once a week or else their bodies
begin shutting down. Naturally, the Moyo themselves can use their
own drugs with only slight nausea as a side effect. Their bodies also
naturally generate excess blood, allowing them to donate a fifth of a
liter each week. Just enough to fabricate a dose of Deep Blue,
coincidently.

[Moyo] (50 CP):

Moyo Technology [Moyo] (50 CP): A former scientist, you’ve
escaped with the secret of Abyssteel and some of the weapons that
make the Moyo such a force to be reckoned with. However, creating
them from scratch is going to be an entirely different problem.



Android (Variable): Advances in technology are unevenly spaced across known space, but the march of
progress never truly stops. Androids have become a common sight in the universe. They come in different
varieties with vastly different capabilities based on what kind of technology they were built with. Some people
treat them as slave labor that cannot get sick, need to eat, or get tired. But there are just as many settlements
who treat them as the sentient people they are. What makes a man? Not the flesh, it seems.

Tier 1 [Android] (+200 CP): Very simple-minded. Slow to learn, basically useless in social situations, have a
hard time accessing emotions, and physical abilities are generally reduced. Except toughness. You are made
of metal after all. Just don’t get too damaged. Your systems can only accept relatively simple replacement
parts.

Tier 2 [Android] (+100 CP): Slightly simple-minded. Approaching normal human intelligence, but lacking in
the personality department. Your baseline performance is still slower and clumsier than normal people. There
are replacement parts that can improve your physical abilities, if you can find/build them.

Tier 3 [Android] (0 CP): Baseline human, but made of metal. Nothing special except for the relative durability.

Tier 4 [Android] (200 CP): Superior to people in every way. Very durable with fine motor controls and a casual
walking speed that is a brisk jog on other humanoids. Upgrade parts exist that could boost your performance
to well past that of the meat puppets. Naturally, they are very expensive and rather hard to come by on
Rimworld. Perhaps you could make them yourself if you found someone who knew the secrets of the
Glitterworlds.

Tier 5 [Android] (600 CP): Straight from the heart of worlds that have fully given themselves over to the
technological singularity. This class of robot is nearly mythical in nature and rarely seen off planet. Even
Glitterworlders have no idea how they were created or why the technology inside of them works. They’re
capable of surviving reentry from orbit, though they’ll need to reboot for a day after that, and possess strength
enough to casually crush a man’s head in their skull. Their systems are so efficient that they can go days
before needing to be recharged. They do tend to look down on non-robotic humanoids as lower lifeforms
though.



Modified Animal (Variable): Now this is a little strange. It seems that as a result of SCIENCE, your brain has
been transplanted into one of the animal species found along the Rim. You might be anything between a
simple house cat to one of the mighty Thrumbo that wander the plains. Your form will have advantages and
disadvantages based on what you are. But no matter what it is, you might want to find some normal people to
hang around or risk getting hunted for food.

Small and weak [Modified Animal] (+100 CP): Cats, Rats, Guinea Pigs, Foxes, anything about that size

Medium and Moderate [Modified Animal] (0 CP): Deer, Wolves, Horse, Dogs, ect.

Large and in charge [Modified Animal] (100 CP): Yaks, Wargs, Boomalope, ect.

Top of the Chain [Modified Animal] (200 CP): Thrumbo, Megasloth, Elephants, Rhinos, ect.



Landing Location (Roll or pay 50 CP to choose)

1. Boreal Forest
2. Temperate Forest
3. Tropical Rainforest
4. Cold Bog
5. Temperate Swamp
6. Tropical Swamp
7. Arid Shrubland
8. Desert
9. Extreme Desert
10. Tundra
11. Ice Sheet
12. Sea Ice



Background Perks

General
100 - Bonafide Author
100 - Hard Worker
100 - Kind
100 - Tough
100 - Nimble
100 - Fast Walker
100 - Fisherman
100 - Undergrounder

200 - Fast Learner
200 - Great Memory
200 - Nature’s Blessing
200 - Super-Immune
200 - Iron-Willed
200 - Sanguine
200 - Quick Sleeper
200 - Beautiful

400 - Ratkin Technology - Everything
400 - Moyo Technology - Everything
400 - Forsaken Technology - Everything
400 - Kurin Technology - Everything

Tribal (Low-Tech, Survival)
100 - Plant Knowledge
100 - Animal Husbandry
200 - Stonk
200 - Stabby
400 - Traps Aren’t Just For Fucking
400 - Precision Hunting
600 - Oaken Heart (Green Thumb)
600 - Taming The Wild Heart

Colonist (Base building, Moderate Tech, Cooperation)
100 - My Walls Stay Standing
100 - The Old Silver Tongue
200 - Giving the Place a Homey Feeling
200 - Hospitality v1.2
400 - Beauty is the Crafter’s Art
400 - Reinforcements Inbound!
600 - I Love The Smell of Chemfuel In The Morning!
600 - Here Comes Inspiration!

Raider (The Bad Guys)
100 - Run N’ Gun



100 - Aim for the Non-Vitals
200 - Torture 101
200 - Picking Your Targets
400 - Security Means More Daka
400 - Steal Everything Not Nailed Down
600 - Feelings Are For Pussies
600 - My Pockets Have Pockets

Glitterworlder (High Tech, Fashion, Robots)
100 - Tailoring Boost
100 - Basics in Robotics
200 - High Tech, High Fashion
200 - Replacing Flesh with Plasteel
400 - Science is My Middle Name
400 - Cybernetics
600 - Genetic Rim
600 - Master Robot Creator

Spacer (Navigation, Spaceship building, Making Do)
100 - Adaptability
100 - Mother Fucking Three Dimensional Cartography!
200 - Rebuilding Society from the Ground Up (Tools)
200 - Learning to Relax
400 - Defending Yourself Against Lower Lifeforms (Weapons)
400 - Power Armor And You
600 - Jack of all Trades, Master of Some
600 - Getting Myself Off This Fucking Rock



Genetic Alterations and Cybernetics (Basically Genetic Rim’s Genetrainers, Human Implants, and Cybernetic
Stuff)

[G] = Genetic, Meatbags Only
[C] = Cybernetics, Meatbags Only
[A] = Android Only, Minimum Tier represented by number after the A

All options below offer only one [1] replacement part unless otherwise specified.

Eye



Golden Eye [C] (0 CP): An incredibly beautiful work of art that most people have to stop and admire.
Unfortunately, you can’t see out of the eye anymore. But that’s a small price to pay for fashion.

Bionic Eye [C] (50 CP): Offers all the capabilities of a meat eye with the added benefit of a zoom and enhance
feature.

Compound Eye [G] (100 CP): Improves vision by taking advantage of insectoid perceptions. Adds in a wide
range of additional wavelengths commonly outside the human range of perception, completely modifying, and
improving, the way the recipient perceives their surroundings. Comes as a pair.

Advanced Bionic Eye [C] (150 CP): Doesn’t just improve vision. It allows the user to see perfectly well in the
dark and even through walls. As well as through clothes.

Archotech Eye [C] (300 CP): It doesn’t just see visible light. It’s user can see electromagnetic radiation, radio
waves, infrared, x-rays, and even gamma rays. It’s visual acuity is precise enough to read handwriting from
twenty meters away. It can also emit light at various wavelengths, essentially functioning as a flashlight
capable of producing light in any color of the rainbow. An internal sub-persona AI ensures that the user can
understand all the data coming in without being overwhelmed. Externally, it looks like a normal eye, except it
can change color at will. Inner workings are a mystery.

Ear
Bionic Ear [C] (50 CP): More sensitive than a meat ear, this artificial replacement allows its owner to hear
tones normally above and below a human’s range of hearing.

Mole-Rat Nerve Dampener [G] (50 CP): Installed in the ear, this cluster of tangled nerves confuses pain signals
headed towards the brain, dampening them to a moderate degree. Not enough to completely ignore the pain
but enough to stave off shock for the really major trauma.

Bunny Ear [G] (100 CP): Replaces the traditional human ear with large rabbit ears that sit atop the head. This
purchase gives you the set, because otherwise you’d just look ridiculous. You still look a little silly, but the
amazingly enhanced hearing probably makes up for it.

Psychic Dampeners [G] (100 CP): These artificial eardrums are designed with insectoid DNA to block out most
of any psychic emanations that may attempt to influence the recipient. They come as a pair.

Advanced Bionic Ear [C] (100 CP): Allows the user to hear well outside the normal range of human perception,
as well as dramatically increases the distance at which you can pick up sounds. Also comes with integrated
controls so you can block out unwanted sounds and dim or raise volume on those you do want.

Nose

Bionic Nose [C] (50 CP): Never worry about sinus problems again.

Mouse Pheromone Emitter [G] (100 CP): Replacing the nose, this unit emits pheromones detectable only by
those of other animals, telling them the recipient is harmless and friendly. This comes in most handy when
one wishes to train or tame animals.



Jaw

Devouring Jaws [G] (50 CP): Shark Teeth! The only teeth strong enough to eat other teeth! Careful not to bite
your own tongue though.

Venomous Fangs [G] (50 CP): Implants a set of fangs capable of producing a rather painful neurotoxin. Comes
with immunity to your own poison, of course. Useful for when you need to take down an intruder, but they do
tend to get in the way when you want to just talk to someone.

Bionic Jaw [C] (100 CP): Besides a strong set of teeth, this replacement jaw comes with a voice modulator
built in it.

Advanced Bionic Jaw [C] (200 CP): Elegantly detailed in a customized style to be a piece of art one as
attached to their face. The voice modulator is so beautiful that even androids have been known to stop when
a user is speaking.

Spine

Bear Muscle Tissue [G] (100 CP): Increases overall strength. Also stimulates body hair growth.

Bionic Spine [C] (100 CP): Normally used to replace a damaged spine, the artificial nerve connections do offer
those who replace their meat spine with increased reaction times greater dexterity.

Muffalo Muscle Tissue [G] (100 CP): Increases overall stamina, allowing you to work longer with less fatigue.

Advanced Bionic Spine [C] (200 CP): When they say lift with your back, they’re talking about this model.

Rib

Adrenaline Rib [C] (50 CP): Micro-dispensers keep the owner awash in a small amount of adrenaline at all
times, making them react moderately faster to events around them.

Drugged Rib [C] (50 CP): Micro-dispensers keep the owner awash in a mild narcotic that improves their mood
but leaves them a little out of it. Manufacturer recommends combining this replacement with a synthetic liver.

Painkiller Rib [C] (50 CP): Micro-dispensers keep the owner on a steady, but very low, morphine drip to help
numb any pain they may be experiencing. Manufacturer recommends only installing this on patients with
artificial lungs, otherwise respiratory ailments are a common side effect.

Medical Rib [C] (100 CP): Blood filters and micro-dispensers of antibiotics help keep the user healthy.

Heart

Chemfuel Heart [G] (100 CP): A bionic heart that acts like a miniature 4-stroke internal combustion engine that
is fueled by trace amounts of chemfuel your body now produces. Gives the recipient a constant feeling of
energy and ensures your blood could beat a sports car in a race around your blood vessels.

Lung



Stomach

Chemfuel Stomach [G] (100 CP): A bionic stomach that uses a combination of gastric acid and chemfuel to
efficiently digest food. Get the most out of every meal and say goodbye to intestinal parasites.

Liver

Kidney

Toxic Filters [G] (100 CP): A complete replacement for a recipient’s kidney using insectoid tissue and
bioelectric circuitry. Greatly improves the recipient’s resistance to toxic substances.

Brain

Joywire [C] (50 CP): An implanted circuit designed to stimulate the brain’s pleasure centers. While they are
illegal on most worlds, the Joywire has seen rampant trade on the black market for those wishing to improve
their mode instantly. The blanket of happiness does make it hard to concentrate on anything real though.
Thankfully, this model has an on and off switch. Hopefully you’ll remember that after you turn it on.

Painstopper [C] (50 CP): This bundle of circuitry inhibits nociception, also known as the chemical behind the
sensation of pain. It effectively allows the user to ignore all pain signals coming from their body. While this is
great for those who want to push past aches and pains, it turns out pain has a purpose and it is easier to hurt
yourself worse without realizing it.

Hibernation Module [G] (100 CP): Reduces the need for sleep through short bursts of hibernation instead of
REM sleep.

Psycast Unlock [G] (150 CP): A genetic abnormality that can sometimes be triggered by psychic
phenomenon. Gives the user the ability to affect the world around them with psychic phenomenon of their
own. Initially starts pretty weak, but grows with time and practice. Warning: Experimentation with new abilities
can be dangerous.

Neuron Reinforcement [G] (200 CP): This biochip uses rodent stem cells to reinforce the speed and other
natural abilities of human neurons. The practical upshot of this is a greater ease learning skills and solving
problems.

Evolving AI [A1] (500 CP): Very few things are as powerful as an AI that can learn over time. This module,
installed in the brain of even the simplest of androids, offers a seemingly basic upgrade that will grow with the
recipient. It will take years to see the full effect of this upgrade but along the way the recipient will find
themselves performing every action more efficiently than the last time. At its peak, a recipient could assemble
a firearm in minutes instead of hours. Even wildly complex tasks will take a fraction of the time they should.

Arm

Bionic Arm [C] (50 CP): Offers a moderate strength boost over meat arms.



Advanced Bionic Arm [C] (200 CP): Offers a significant strength boost over meat arms. If you struggled
opening jars before, now you’ll struggle not breaking them in your grip.

Power Arm [C] (200 CP): Not only does this offer strength and dexterity meat arms are utterly incapable of, it
has a pair of retractable claws that slide out from the wrist.

Archotech Arm [C] (300 CP): Strong enough to crush a thick hardwood branch in its hand, yet precise enough
to write a sonnet on a grain of rice. Looks and feels like natural flesh, but it’s harder to damage than plasteel.
Can even regenerate any damage taken over time like real flesh. It’s inner workings are a mystery to all human
minds.

Hand

Bionic Hand [C] (50 CP): Offers greater precision and faster response time over traditional meat hands.

Digging Claws [G] (50 CP): Trading agility for raw power, these modified mole claws are capable of digging
through stone, allowing much more precision than a pickaxe ever could. Unfortunately, using them for
anything else is a bit of a challenge. On the upside, they make pretty decent weapons too.

Power Claw [C] (50 CP): A deadly hand replacement that consists of a trio of non-retractable claws honed to
razor sharpness. Unfortunately they make day-to-day tasks a bit of a challenge.

Advanced Bionic Hand [C] (100): The ultimate in steadiness, hand-eye coordination, and response time.

Bear Claw [G] (100 CP): A mixture of human and bear DNA has created a hand with versatile, non-retractable
claws with all the terrifying ripping power of a full grown grizzly bear. Thankfully they are agile enough to not
impede normal function overly much.

Advanced Power Claw [C] (150 CP): Monofilament edges make this hand replacement the deadliest thing one
can attach to the end of their arm. It is capable of slicing through stone without dulling.

Leg

Bionic Leg [C] (100 CP): Designed to offer its owner extreme walking comfort as well as a moderate increase
in leg strength.

Wolf Muscular Fibers [G] (150 CP): By weaving hybrid human/wolf muscle fibers within the base tissue, this
upgrade allows the recipient to move significantly faster and allows for greatly improved leg strength.

Advanced Bionic Leg [C] (200 CP): Unmatched leg strength and speed.

Archotech Leg [C] (300 CP): Looks and feels like natural flesh, but with a pair of these a person could run
faster than a decent car. Harder to damage than plasteel and repairs itself of any damage it does take over
time. Inner workings are a mystery.

Feet

Bionic Foot [C] (50 CP): Spraining your ankle will be a thing of the past with this beauty under your heel.



Advanced Bionic Foot [C] (100 CP): An intricate array of servo-motors grant a greatly increased speed as well
as ultimate comfort.

Skin
Iguana Scales [G] (50 CP): A synthetic skin substitute that offers the protection of reptile scales as well as
being capable of shedding heat in high temperature environments. Offers minor protection but is primarily
applied to allow the recipient to resist high temperatures.

Muffalo Skin [G] (50 CP): A synthetic skin substitute that is much thicker and a much better insulator than
human skin. Offers a minor amount of protection against wounds but is primarily applied to allow the user to
resist low temperatures.

Thrumbo Skin [G] (200 CP): A synthetic skin substitute that is a massive upgrade over regular human skin. Not
only does it provide similar protection to a full body suit of leather armor, but it makes one capable of resisting
both high and low temperatures much better than people normally can.

DNA Modifications

Boomalope Genes [G] (50 CP): Causes mildly painful skin Abscesses that can be lanced and drained regularly
for chemfuel.

Chicken Genes [G] (50 CP): Small learning booster.

Muffalo Genes [G] (50 CP): Slight strength boost and a sixth sense that allows you to tell when
fruits/vegetables/grains are at their peak ripeness.

Bear Genes [G] (100 CP): Mild pain resistance and increased pain tolerance. Minor increase to hand-eye
coordination.

Cat Genes [G] (100 CP): Increased agility and visual acuity.

Wolf Genes [G] (100 CP): Major boost to immune system and slight speed boost.

Mechanoid Genes [G] (200 CP): Completely immune to fire.

Reptile Genes [G] (200 CP): Partial passive camouflage and an extreme resistance to high temperatures.

Thrumbo Genes [G] (200 CP): An empathic bond with nearby animals, allowing you to tame/train them much
easier and substantially increasing any harvested resources.

Extras
Golden Oni Horn [C, Oni Only] (0 CP): For those Oni unfortunate enough to lose their horns, they can at least
replace it with something that has some style to it. While a weaker weapon than the natural horn it does make
a stunning statement on one’s forehead. One that is sure to attract attention in social situations.

Bionic Tail [C] (50 CP): An expertly programmed artificial tail that improves the recipient’s sense of balance.
Suitable for both Ratking and Moyo with only minor alterations.



Boomalope Nodules [G] (50 CP): Grafts rather grotesque sacks of bio-chemfuel to the sternum. These are
designed to explode violently upon the recipient’s death, ensuring that anyone nearby is going down too.

Insectoid Antennae [G] (50 CP): By implanting modified insect appendages into a recipient’s head, one can
completely modify the way the subject “sees” and “feels” the world around them. Purposeful Synesthesia that
blends sight and hearing together in a way that is hard to describe, but comes out improving both. Often
overwhelming to the recipient until they adjust to the new perception input.

Muffalo Mammaries [G] (100 CP): Genetic engineering taken a step too far perhaps. Attaches utters to the
waist of a person, allowing them to regularly produce milk. They are… sensitive however and the extra nerve
endings tend to make pain impulses harder to bear.

Ovipositor [G] (100 CP): Look, I don’t even want to know where you’re attaching this genetic abomination.
Suffice it to say, whoever you attach it to is going to lay chicken eggs twice a day. Let’s just say that it’s not a
painless process.

Thrumbo Horn [G] (100 CP): A genetically modified thrumbo horn that is implanted on the forehead. Comes
with additional forehead plating that allows one to use it as a rather wicked impaling weapon against your
enemies. Causes a bit of a blind zone until your brain adjusts to ignoring it.

Exoskeleton Suit [C] (150 CP): A high tech device made out of a light skeletal structure designed to relieve the
back, as well as a number of servo-motors to make the user stronger.

Bionic Oni Horn [C, Oni Only] (200 CP): A high tech horn replacement that is not only stronger than a natural
horn, it comes with a hidden surprise. Micro-drug processors convert unused chemicals from their blood to
produce a minor, safe stimulant for the recipient. Essentially, it’s like having a slow drip of energy drink in your
bloodstream.



Items

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Charging Port (100 CP, Free Android) - Literally a charging port that is capable of accepting energy from all
different kinds of sources and spitting it back out in a form that is useful to whatever robotic/cybernetic being
you plug into it.
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

200
200
200
200
200
200

Tribal
100
100
200
200
400
400
600
600

Colonist
100
100
200
200
400
400
600
600



Raider
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200
200
400
400
600
600

Glitterworlder
100
100
200
200
400
400
600
600

Spacer
100
100
200
200
400
400
600
600



Companions
(50/200 CP) - Standard Companion Option

(50 CP) - Basic pet option (cat/dog/wolf/rabbit/whatever)

(50 CP) - Beaten to shit Tier 4 robot with literally junk tier parts. Oddly charismatic despite a nearly destroyed
voice box. Fixing him up would net you a valuable ally, if only you can find the parts.

(100 CP) - Advanced pet option (Genetic Rim animals)

(100 CP) - Battle crazy maid. Literal mountain of a woman who refuses to undertake any job that isn't killing
something or cleaning. She's really good at both though. Wears her maid outfit into battle.

(200 CP) - Crazy Useful Pet Option (Genetic Rim animals [Thrumbo/Mechanoid/Behemoth Tier])

(200 CP) - Quartet of Ratkin, one pair of sisters and one pair of brothers. Letting love and a dream of
independence guide them, they ran off to find their destiny. And stumbled across you.

Archotech Centipede (2000 CP) - You don’t have enemies now. You have pets. This is the kind of
biotechnological marvel that typically signals the end of comprehensible human life on a planet. Basically
unkillable, this horrifying amalgamation of genetic material and bionic technology is capable of disintegrating
entire enemy bases without taking a dent. It can even hack into orbital bombardment satellites in low orbit to
call even more destruction on those who displease you. Thankfully, it has been programmed to be unfailingly
loyal to you.



Drawbacks
Companions can take 100 and 200 CP drawbacks, limit 400 CP

(Just make all the higher end drawbacks follow the jumper around) (Eclipse drawback just means there’s
always something in between you and whatever light source is helping you see if you abandon the planet. Or
there’s always something new blocking the light from the planet you end up on.)

Ate Without Table (100 CP) - You’re constantly going to be looking around for a table to eat at and feeling
emotionally low if you can’t find one. Eating off the floor or on the run just isn’t the same.

100 - Slowpoke
100 - Insomnia
100 - Innocent
100 - Wimp
100 - Brawler
100 - Chemical Fascination
100 - Neurotic

200 - Photosensitive
200 - Prude
200 - Pyromaniac
-phobe 200 - Dislikes (children, men, women, aliens)
200 - Lazy
200 - Slow Learner
200 - Staggeringly Ugly
200 - Trigger Happy

Space Battles (300 CP) - Regular space battles are going to happen over your slice of the planet. Chunks of
spaceships, escape pods, and stray laser blasts are going to make a mess of your base when they do.
Building under a mountain will help somewhat. Just beware of cave-ins. It’s not all bad though. A few of the
escape pods will have living, if injured, people in them who might join your outpost if you rescue them and the
chunks of spaceship are a great source of scavenged metal and components. Just make sure you keep an
eye on the sky if you try to recover anything or anyone.

Asteroids (300 CP) - Rocks from space keep finding you. Sure, they’ll be resources you can use, but they tend
to do a decent amount of damage when they land.

Masochist (300 CP) - Not just enjoying pain, but actively seeking it out.

Population Explosion (300 CP) - You’re going to be having a lot of kids during your time here. Even if you’re
some kind of conceptual higher being. Especially if you take steps to ensure kids don’t happen. Refuse to
copulate? Lost, abandoned, and/or orphaned kids are going to wander into your path at least once a year.

Rapid Metabolism (300 CP) - You’re going to be eating a LOT just to feel full. Three to four times more than
normal just to keep from feeling like you’re starving all the time. Even if you prefer to run off electricity, like
some Androids, you’ll need to plug yourself in a lot more often than before.
300
300



300

Uneven Spin (400 CP) - Your planet has two seasons now. Summer and winter with only a few days
separating the two.

Not Again! (400 CP) - You keep crashing your spaceship and ending up stranded on some backward
Rimworld. Worse still, every time it happens you will basically have to rebuild your ship from the group up to
get it flight capable again.

400
400
400
400

600
600
600
600
600
600

The Long Dark (800 CP) - About two months into your time in this world the sun will go away… and never
come back. Celestial objects will conspire to block out your view of the sun for a vast majority of your stay
here.

Extreme Weather (+800 CP) - Hot or Cold, pick your poison. Extended Ice Age or extended Global Warming.
Will follow you even if you get off this rock. Environmental systems are going to be constantly on the fritz
around you.

Psychic Rain (+800 CP) - It’s going to rain. A lot. Four out of every five days, if not more often, which is going
to make even the driest parts of the world pretty soggy. Worse, some psychic phenomenon has attached
itself to the rain drops. Going outside without rainproof gear is going to see you affected by any number of
psychic phenomena based on how the weather is feeling that day. You may age rapidly while damp, become
depressed and unable to shake the mood, slip into a manic anger and lash out at those around you, or, worst
of all, become obsessed with the feeling of rain on your skin. The rain is insidious too. Almost as if it knows
you are avoiding it.

Psychic Bloom (+800 CP) - At first it seems like a good thing. Vibrant flowers are popping up all over the place
without any need of your hand to cultivate them. They’re pleasing to look at, even more so to smell, and it’s
pretty nice to have flowers around. But they just keep popping up. Like weeds, they push their way into your
fields no matter how often you pull them out. Soon you have to start regularly clearing them or else they begin
pushing their way up through your flooring. Stones and tiles pushed aside for little growths of cheerful flowers
seemingly overnight. The worst part about it all is that most people are really hesitant to harm the little guys. I
mean, they are just so pleasing to look at… to smell. Invest in psychic foil. Quickly!






